Organ-specific matrix self-assembled by mesenchymal cells improves the normal urothelial differentiation in vitro.
Enterocystoplasty is the gold standard to perform bladder reconstruction. Since this technique has a high morbidity rate, several matrix scaffolds have been proposed to support the urothelial maturation. Unfortunately, epithelial cells failed to fully integrate the cell-matrix interactions and therefore appropriate signalling pathways of normal differentiation. Based on these observations, we proposed to culture bladder urothelial cells (BUC) onto a matrix self-assembled by bladder mesenchymal cells (BMC), to form a vesical model (VM). Different serum proportions were assessed to obtain a manipulable matrix deposited by BMC. The BUC were then seeded onto the BMC's matrix to evolve in a three-dimensional culture. Haematoxylin-eosin staining, immunolabeling, scanning electron microscopy, western blot and matrix metalloproteinases analysis were performed for the VM characterization. We were able to obtain an original matrix made of collagen-I and presenting specific organization. Matrix remodelling was observed and led to a cellular compartmentalization. The reconstructed urothelium developed in a pseudostratified arrangement, displaying an adequate cellular polarity and apical membrane remodelling of superficial cells. Like native bladder, cytokeratin 14 immunolabeling was not observed in our VM, which indicate the conformity of the development sequence taken by BUC under the influence of the BMC's matrix. Thus, it was possible to elaborate a VM without the use of exogenous matrices. The particular characteristics of the BMC's matrix permitted the development of an urothelium that shared the phenotype of native tissue. The autologous character of our VM, and its appropriate urothelial maturation, could potentially promote a better integration after grafting.